Co-infection by two distinct totivirus-like double-stranded RNA elements in Chalara elegans (Thielaviopsis basicola).
A full-length cDNA clone was developed from a 5.3 kb double-stranded (ds) RNA element present in strain CKP of the plant pathogenic fungus Chalara elegans. The complete nucleotide sequence was 5310 bp in length and sequence analysis revealed that it contained three large putative open reading frames (ORFs). ORF1 was initiated at nucleotide position 329 and encoded a putative coat protein, which shared some homology (35-45% amino acid identity) to other dsRNAs in the family Totiviridae. Both ORF2 and ORF3 were initiated at nucleotide positions 2619 and 4071, respectively, and encoded a putative RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). Sequence comparison using deduced amino acid sequences of both ORF2 and ORF3 revealed that all RdRp conserved motifs shared highest homology (41% identity) to that of SsRNA1 of Totiviridae. This dsRNA in C. elegans was designated Chalara elegans RNA Virus 1 (CeRV1). During the development of the full-length cDNA clone of CeRV1, several partial cDNA clones from an additional dsRNA fragment in strain CKP were obtained, which when aligned with each other, produced one linear fragment which was 2336 bp long. Northern blot and sequence analysis of this second clone showed it differed in sequence composition from CeRV1. This dsRNA in C. elegans was designated Chalara elegans RNA Virus 2 (CeRV2). Sequence analysis of CeRV2 showed it contained all conserved motifs and shared some homology (45% amino acid identity) to RdRp regions of Totiviridae. The nucleotide and amino acid sequences of the conserved motifs of the RdRp regions between CeRV1 and CeRV2 showed an identity of 56% and 50%, respectively. These findings suggest that co-infection of two distinct totivirus-like dsRNAs (CeRV1 and CeRV2) in C. elegans, a first report in this fungus. Transmission electron microscopy of strain CKP of C. elegans revealed the presence of putative virus-like particles in the cytoplasm, which were similar both in shape and size to viruses in the Totiviridae.